Abstract. Let Z be the zero set of a holomorphic section f of a Hermitian vector bundle. It is proved that the current of integration over the irreducible components of Z of top degree, counted with multiplicities, is a product of a residue factor RI and a "Jacobian factor". There is also a relation to the Monge~Amp~re expressions (dd c log Ill) k, which we define for all positive powers k.
Introduction
Let f=(fl,... ,fro) be a holomorphic mapping on a complex manifold X of dimension n and let Z={z:f(z)=O}. If f is a complete intersection, i.e., codim Z= m, and
R ch --O-~m
is the classical Coleff-Herrera current, then If f is a complete intersection, then locally ifej is a local holomorphic frame for F, e~ is the dual frame, and f=flel +...+fmem.
Notice that the duality of F and F* induces a duality between the exterior algebra bundles AkF and AkF *. If D is any connection on F. then the factorization (1.1) can be written invariantly as (1.4) 
Rf "( D f /27vi)'"
,n! =
J
In fact, in a local holomorphic frame Df=~j dfjAej+O(f), the latter expression denoting smooth terms that contain some factor fj: it is well known that fjRf=O, and so (1.4) follows from (1.1) and (1.3) . (In [6] a factorization like (1.4) is found when Z locally is a complete intersection but not necessarily the zero set of a holomorphic section.) Our main result is the following more general stateinent. Let a be a given point on the regular part of some Z p. If fl,..., fp are the first p coefficients with respect to a generic holomorphic frame at a. then c U is the multiplicity of the restriction of the mapping (fl .... , fp) to a generic complex pplane through a (with respect to some local holomorphic coordinates), see. e.g., [5] .
Theorem 1.1. Let f be a holomovphic section of the Hermitian vector bundle F--+ X and let p=codim Z. If R f is the residue current and D the Chern connection, then

Corollary 1.2. Under the hypothesis in the theorem it follows that R[,p is not identically zero.
Given a local frame ej and its dual frame e~, then Rip= E'(R~) IAe It follows from Remark 2 in Section 3 that one can replace D by any Chern connection associated with some Hermitian metric, but unlike the case with a complete intersection, the theorem is (probably) not true with any (holomorphic) connection.
In the case X=P n and f is a homogeneous polynomials, a formula related to (1.5) appeared in [4] .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on the possibility to resolve singularities by Hironaka's theorem and the technique with toric resolutions developed in [3] and [9] . The starting point in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is King's formula, [7] , [5}, which states that if f is as above and we have the trivial metric, then [8] , proved (1.6) and some related formulas for an arbitrary Hermitian metric. As a by-product of the proof of our main theorem we obtain new proofs of these results. We also introduce a meaning to the Monge-Amp~re expression (dd c log Ifl) k for any positive power k. and discuss its connection to the residue current R f as well as to some other related currents. In particular we have the factorization Assume now that F is a Hermitian vector bundle and let D be the associated Chern connection. Given the holomorphic section f of F, we let 6i: E(X, Ak+IF*)--~ C(X, AkF *) be interior multiplication (contraction) with f. It clearly extends to a mapping on C(X, A) and it anticommutes with o 6. If we let V~=61-06 we therefore have that (V~) 2 =0. Let s be the section of F* that is dual to f with respect to the Hermitian metric, so that in particular als=ifl 2. Then (therefore) is a current with support on Z, which we call the residue of f. It turns out that the components of degree less than (0,p) vanishes, so (1.2) holds, see [1] .
It is also proved there that R:=Rfm is independent of the metric when f is a complete intersection. When the metric is trivial, R~,,, is the so-called BochnerMartinelli residue current, and it was first proved in [9] that it coincides with the Coleff-Herrera current, i.e., (1.3). A simplified proof appeared in [1] . Now let
V: = 5: -D.
Since D is the Chern connection, see, e.g., [1] We can now define the current coefficients).
Proof. Let
Then each term is like
The current AII is closed and has order zero (i.e., measure
M~-f dlfl2)'A s /xe(DS_~)/2,,,+i
Locally we write f=}-~.j fjej as before in a local holomorphic frame ej, after an appropriate desingularization, using Hironaka's theorem and toric resolution, following [3] and [9] , we may assume that one of the functions fj divides all the other ones. Thus there is a holomorphic function f0 such that f=fof' where f' is a nonvanishing holomorphic section. Then s=fos' and thus sA(6s)~-l=f~s'A(Os') l-1.
Moreover, (Df)l= f0z-la, where a is smooth, and I fl = If0 [u, where u is smooth and strictly positive, so we get 
Je vs
The expression/2 is a sum of terms like by (2.4), so I1 gives rise to two terms. The first one contains no singularities at all and it therefore vanishes when A=0. The second term is
Je tVf S )
where we have used (2.5) again. An integration by parts puts 5s on the factor e I, which yields a factor s, and thus the integral vanishes since sAs=0. 
This is proved in [2] ; the special case k=p of this formula is also obtained in [8] . It is also proved in [2] 
that MI=limx_,o+(i/27r)A[fI2X-40[f[2AO[f[2AC, and that M ] is
a positive current if F* is negative in Nakano's sense. Combining (3.9) and (3.7) we get that
In view of (3.8) we therefore have that 1li f _,~Y and hence the proposition
It is easy to see now that Mp y is positive even for a general metric and we give a direct argument here, although it is also a consequence of the main theorem. Proof. With ~;he formula (3.6) for/'tI~ it follows that /llpY=limA__,0+/l/pl.,x, cf., (3.3) . In a neighborhood of a fixed point 0 we can choose a local holomorphic frame ej such that the metric hj~(z) is 6jk+O(Izl2). Then s=y'~j fje~+O(Izl2). Moreover, DF=d+h-lOh=d+O(Izl), and hence DFf=Y~j dfjAej+O(Izl). Thus (3.10) holds at z=0 (for k=p) as in the previous case, and therefore ]llpY.a is positive there. Since the point is arbitrary, the form is positive, and letting A--+0 we conclude that/~lp f is a positive current.
[] As was mentioned in the introduction, our proof of Theorem 1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let Z p be the union of all irreducible components of Z of codimension p. Then Z\Z p is a union of regular submanifolds of codimensions more than p. Since ]ffpY is a closed (p, p)-current of order zero it must vanish there, and thus/lip y has support on Z p. Therefore. see. e.g.. [5] , (3.14)
MIp = E a~j[Z p]
J for some nonnegative numbers a}. It is easy to see that these numbers aj are independent of the metric on F. In fact. the definition of Mf in a neighborhood of a given point only depends on the metric in that neighborhood. In view of (3.14), Mp / will not be affected if we change the metric locally on some given irreducible component Z p. Since we can choose a metric which is equal to any two prescribed metrics close to two given distinct points on Zj it follows that actually (3.14) is independent of the metric. For a direct argument, see Remark Rs-K: = Vs(alfl2~'AuA~)l~,=o t here Ifl can be the norm with respect to any metric), and therefore
R f-~f = gf(Slfl2)'AuAil)p+l.p]),=o
(lower indices denote degrees in ej and d2,j, respectively). This is because terms of lower degree than p in dzj of the current oqlfl2~/xu/~lm=0 nmst vanish, see [1] It was recently proved by M6o, [8] , that (p=codim Z as usual) (3.15)
~-~aj[Zj]=ddC(loglfl(dd~loglfllx\z)P-1)lz = lira A{x
~___+0 + r, J for an arbitrary metric. In view of Theorem 1.1. they are also all equal to AIf.
In the general case log Ifl is no longer plurisubharmonic so one cannot rely on the usual theory for the Monge-Ampbre operator acting. In fact. it is not clear a priori that any of the last two currents in (3.15) is well-defined, let alone positive. The equalities (3.15) are consequences of more general results in the next section.
The Monge-Amp~re operator and residue currents
A crucial point in the proof of the main theorem was the relation between the currents (dd ~ log IfD p and Rip . (Df/27ri)p. In this section we discuss their relation for general k. To begin with we introduce a meaning to the Monge-Amp~re expression (dd ~ log [fl)k for an arbitrary positive power k. Proof. Since the statement is local in X we may assume that f=~j fjej in some local holomorphic frame in U. By a desingularization we may assume that f=foff, where f0 is a holomorphic function and fie0. Then outside the zero set, dd c log I fl = ddc log I f'l since dd ~ log Ifo[=O there. Therefore. outside the singularity we have that
The right-hand side is integrable since log If01 is integrable and log If'l is smooth. Since the desingularization is a biholomorphism outside a set of measure zero it follows that the original form is locally integrable as well.
In particular, (dd c log Ifl)k-~lx\z is locally integrable, and in the desingularization it is just (dd c log If'l) k-1 outside the singularity, and therefore it is closed. It follows that (dd c log IfDk-llx\z is closed in X.
We have that dd~(log
where [f0=0] =dd ~ log If01 is the current of integration over the zero set of f counted with multiplicities. Notice that
~A~, ~// , which in the desingularization becomes
It is locally integrable since can be extended to all k, and that
When we have the trivial metric, so that log [fl is plurisubharmonic, it follows that (dd c log Ill) ~ is a positive (k, k)-current. Proof. By a desingularization as before we may assume that f=fof', where f0 is holomorphie, even a monomial, and f' is nonvanishing. In view of (4.2) we are to prove that then
To simplify notation we let h=fo and ~=lf'l 2. We will only use that a is a strictly 
Further remarks and examples
We begin with a simple example. Let I / be the ideal generated by f and let If=J1N...AJN be a nfinimal decomposition of I f in primary ideals Jr. Then the prime ideals ~ and the COTresponding irreducible varieties Yj (i.e., their zero loci) are unique (except for the order). A primary ideal whose zero locus is a proper subvariety of some irreducible component Z~ is said to be embedded. We do not know if it is true for any embedded prime ideal with zero locus YJ and codimension k that AI [=aIYJ ] locally.
